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Just when you thought Stay Positive couldn’t get 
more positive, we have managed to partner with the 
iconic Muharraqi Studios  to launch a collaboration 
with one of the leading design studios in Manamah – 
Bahrain, with the aim to improve and expand our 
projects, presence and experiences in the Gulf & 
MENA region.
The combined decades of experiences in the fields of 
branding, creative designs, social media management, 
digital marketing, architecture & masterplans, 3D 
animations, character design and  many more were the 
base of our successful partnership. We have worked 
on some of the largest projects in the region over 
the past years and collaborated with leading local & 
international brands.
We are very excited about our continued 
collaboration and would like to guide you through 
the launch of this combined portfolio aiming to 
provide you with the very first impression of our 
creativity.
Sit back, relax & enjoy!
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01-BRANDING
As design  enthusiasts  with extensive experiences in 
project  worldwide,  we  count  as one of the leading 
branding  specialists  in  the  region.  Our  branding 
experiences  include  governmental  projects as well 
as branding  projects  for  companies  of  all  sizes. 
Branding & rebranding projects start off by getting 
to know  more about  the  companies / entities we are 
serving,  brainstorming  sessions with communication 
specialists & experts is mandatory in  such projects 
and hand  sketches  of  the  concepts  are   then 
developed   before   finalizing  them  with  computer 
graphics using vector based programs.
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Abdul Aziz Hamad Al-Fares & sons Co
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Abdul Aziz Hamad Al-Fares & sons Co
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saudi diesel company



02-Social Media
With  the  digital  transformation  we  are  currently 
witnessing, almost  %95  of  businesses are focusing on 
social  media  platforms  to  grab the attention of their 
audiences  through  the  smaller  screens.  Our digital 
marketing  team has  worked  on  several  social  media 
management projects for companies across the Kingdom 
of  Bahrain & Saudi Arabia.  With  the extensive  reach & 
audience   segmentation   available   on   the    digital 
platforms,  communicating  with  your target audience is 
becoming  easier  and more  efficient.  No  more loads of 
budgets  are required  to spread  and communicate your 
messages.   Our   team   has   gained   years   of  digital 
marketing  and  is ready  to   represent  your  company / 
products  in  conjunction  of  our  design team who will 
work  on  the  overall  themes   &  designs   of  posts
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Abdul Aziz Hamad Al-Fares & sons Co
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Social media New ThemeQzeen Restaurant
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Hala Supply Chain Services Co.
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Social media New ThemeHala Supply Chain Services Co.



03-Catalogues & Company Profiles
Grabbing  the  attention  towards  your  company  comes 
also in the form of printings. We have designed hundreds 
of printing collaterals including catalogues & company 
profiles.  One  thing  they  all have in  common; they are 
very  attractive,  easy to  read, and are easy-to-get from 
cover to back cover.

Brainstorming  sessions  are also required for printings 
of all types as sections, font sizes & selections, themes, 
media used and information included should be studied 
well  to  make  sense.  Our senior designers understand 
the business before designing, and this is a skill that is 
almost always not present. Texts undergo copywriting, 
and  might  be  rewritten professionally  based on the 
requirements provided.
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04-3D CHARACTERS
3D  animation   can  be   found  everywhere  today.   Its 
effectiveness and strength lies in the fact that it is an 
widely useful technology that can be used to produce any 
sort of images: realistic, fantastic, pragmatic, innovative. 
The only limit to what it can do is really the imaginations 
of the  animators.  The  field  has  a   bright    future,  a 
well-established  one as well as one that is getting  new 
innovations all the time.
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05-Event Management
Event management is more than just  making  a  to-do  list. 
At Stay Positive, we use our creativity to bring a vision to 
life.

With our passionate, creative & industry professionals,we 
seek reshaping & enhancing  event  management  by raising 
the  quality  standards  of  the  provided  work,  accurate 
implementation, and the power of customized technology & 
creative solutions, delivering the efficiency to the highest 
performance.
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Al Jomaih Beverages Company
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An international award winning  technology  company  from 
South Korea,  specialized in developing   and manufacturing
of lot based real time advertising delivery boxes.

Red Cube  is   a  great  way  to  reach  a  large demographic 
and ensure maximum exposure for  your message. In addition
to being  highly  visible,  Red Cube  is  also cost   effective.
The types of ads that can be placed on  Red Cube  vary with
an ability to include promotional  materials, discounts, ads
and product information.

Red Cube    is   just   an   efficient   and   effective  way  to 
advertise your company in a smart way.

06-Red Cube - Smart Box®



www.redcube-ads.com

Red Cube 

SmartDigital DeliveryBox
Red Cube



07-Architecture - Master Plans
We specialize in Master plan renderings. This has always 
been on the top of the list of products we develop. These 
visualizations bring to life developments that cover many 
square kilometers and contain a variety of themes that can 
feature as many different elements as you desire. These 
are typically long term projects or major developments 
with many stakeholders to enthuse, including government 
authorities, landowners, financiers and investors, as 
well as end users. These renders offer you the ability 
to create an impression of how the overall development 
will appear and the effect it would have on the entire 
landscape, not just the smaller details of specific areas.



Diyar Master Plan
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Muharraq Lagoon Project



Durrat Marina



The Future Masterplan of the Kingdom of Bahrain



Bahrain Bay Master Plan



Diyar Master Plan
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08-TOWERS
The potential of Towers to shape a skyline and attract 
investments is immense. We visualize Icons and provide 
you an insight into our creative interpretations as we 
Sculpt them into Monuments. We also take the time to 
detail your business environments within and how the 
exteriors compliment its surroundings.



Bahrain World Trade Center



Layan



Bahrain Bay Master plan



Waterbay



Amfa Tower 3 Concept Sketches



Amfa Tower 3



Royal Wharf



09-Special Projects
We have been given opportunities to showcase our varied 
abilities by bringing exceptional concepts, ideas, and 
dreams into reality.

Ever so often we get the chance to go past our limits and 
create unique perspectives.



Saudi Bahrain King Fahad Causeway



Saudi Bahrain King Fahad Causeway



Bab al Bahrain Concept Design
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Dareen Beach Park
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10-INTERIORS
The attention to detail offered to our clients while 
implementing their designs and bringing alive their comfort 
realms can be experienced...             



Waterbay Interior



Alsidra Interior



Danaat Baytik Interiors



11-Cityview-Touch®

With its 65” display, our CityView-TOUCH is sure  to make 
an impression, and  that’s before your  clients starts to 
enjoy    the   silky   smooth   overview   of   your  latest 
development. CityView-TOUCH is perfect for showing your 
work on a big screen, with a touch-sensitive display that 
is so  intuitive to  use  that  a child could master it. 
CityView-TOUCH gives  your  clients  the freedom   to fly 
over your development taking in the scope, but then zoom 
in for closer detail. On-screen tools  allow the user to 
find  districts,  important  features  and  facilities  with 
ease,  allowing  them to  find properties  in proximity  to 
schools, shops or sports centres.

CityView-TOUCH  is fully  connected  to a comprehensive 
backend system, displaying only properties that are still 
available for purchase in your development and tracking 
points  of interest – showing  you what  is  sought after 
and what is less important to your clients, allowing for 
better  future  developments  where  the  important  is 
conserved, the unimportant rejected.



Cityview Touch 



www.cityview.co

Cityview Touch 



12-Video Production & Animation
Above we stated how 3D works need an eye-to-detail and 
a lot  of patience.  More patience  is needed when filming 
a video  or  working  on  a 3-dimensional   animation  clip. 
We have highly  invested on our equipments to make this 
even 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OY8QDxpSm-4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFZEPtZL4mM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrPJzSKYo6A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJvk6WiZCsI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJBFdrz59YQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7SUWfSbKy8
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This is a Gesture of Gratitude for believing that we can 
take your visions past the horizon.

We appreciate your continued trust in our abilities to 
see far from the normal, the acceptable, the mundane, 
knowing we can show you imagination come alive.

bringing  ideas  to  life is  a dedicated art  for  Both  
S T A Y P O S I T I V E  A D V  &  M U H A R R A Q I  S T U D I O S .
thank you for believing in our potential to  harness
your   dreams   and   conveying   the   future   to   fruition 
before the world awakens. 


